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Preface

,: : ::gtnning of the 21" century) organizations worldwide are witnessing

r'--::-';tineveryaspectofbusinessoperation'Theword'Digital'hasbecome
::-- .": of business operations across the verticals. Digital transformation, the

:--- : - Tl-Lrngs (IOT), and digitalization are the indications of technology-induced

: ,_ .:.lr organirutiorr. are ilncreasingly leveraging in order to improve their profit

: - i - . - si3\- ahead in competition' Onltie other hand' many organizations still don't

- .: ' :.: '.:e r-alue of digital t,unsfo,mation and they often struggle to benefit from it -
' 

- - :.. ..:11ons! they either stand still or perish with time'

. ,,-i,ii:,i.'.,- Largest online lenders uses i-l-0 marketing sloganwhich says 3 minutes to

. 
' : ,.litrc application, l second for approaal and zero human touch for SME loans zphich

- .- '. r.ric'.i ttte digitat finance in the emerging marhets'

- - ,... -r -\lcKinsey, as digital disruptions impose greater demands on organizations'

--rr- ::,ris rrlust consider an end-to-end approach for upgrading and managing

- - :., : .-;hnologies. So the businesses need to rethink their customers, competition'

--- '.,rion and value for customers'

-r- . r.:.rns are rethinking marketing funnel to create omni-channel experiences for

, --.:: The frenemies - the biggest competitor and also a critical partner for example

. - . : ::.: rloogle are enabling the organizations to like Airbnb and Uber to compete with
*-_ --...,. Ilrms in radically different ways. Data integration is unlocking new sources

. -:, -rke insigrrts, personalization and context while removing the functional silos'

"il -. -.:-,:1 technologies, innovation is moving towards a process of constant and rapid

: , : - rr-:r.tltion. With the value creation for customers becoming increasingly important'

: :: . -:r:iess must adapt early in the rapidly-changing digital era to succeed'

. " titled Rethinhing Business in Digital Era: A Case study Approach is intended

.-. -, ::!e case studies Jepicting some of the strategies crafted and implemented by

.: :ii:lzarions to ensule sustainable growth in the era of digital transformation' In

" - - -. :. lhis book also aims at fostering discussions in order to bring new knowledge and

: ,--.:.:r i'alue additions to the world of academia and research. Editing this book was

.-. .nazing learning experience. \fle convey our heartfelt g-ratitude to all the authors

" 
- - :: .-"\'ers for thei*Jt otrrty contribution for the making of this book' We are highly

:r, . ) . - : that this book will be of great interest to the academic and research community
- 

- -. - --.:ir- in the management domain'

-: - (roii'ledge Sharingl
Dr. Kunal Gaurav

Prof. Jitender Govindani
Dr. Ritu Zatar
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INTRODUCTION

Tourism in the form of activity influences the regions where it is developed and received

with economic, social, cultural, and environro"otridi*"nsions' In most of the development

programmesandstuaies,focus.isgivenonly-ontheeconomicandsocialdimensionswhereas
environmental dimension is undei estimated or ignored' Therefore, it is essential to maintain

the balance between tourism and the environnient which helps to develop the policy for

tourism developmen, of ,o area and imposition of the special limits' Thus' the tourism does

not lead to the degradation of the enviionment and in long terms to the tourist disdain of

an area, but it helps in io proa"ation or its conservation. In other words, the environment

influences the tourism and rlice versa. The environment of the region is negatively influenced

most times by the increase of tourism, whereas the growth of tourism depends on the quality

and characteristics of the environment. Thus it becomes necessary to conserve and preserve

the forts in Maharashtra which would not only develop tourism but also raise the economic,

social, cultural, and environmental dimensions of the Maharashtra state'

BACKGROUND

Forts:,,afortified defensive stmcture stationed with troops, any pelmanent anny post"

Tourism:..the act of travelling or sightseein& particularly away from one's home"'

SustainabLe: "able to be produced or sustained for an indefinite period without damaging the

environment or without depleting a resource renewable"'

As we go and see the status of forts tourism in Maharashtra' Most of the forts are isolated and

ignored. There are no relevant facilities which must be provided for development of fors

tourism. There are various components which must be monitored for forts development' If
we study the background of the forts of Maharashtra we will come to know that it can become

one of the most revenue generating sector in tourism industry. There are various to-uri:Y*
are more interested a rn|rav the hlstory of tourism, architecture of forts' adventure tounsm'

social tourism, making various movies ,ra *tt based on forts' celebration of various fairs and

festivals. However due to lack of facilities ii i"nas to lose the development' promotion and

revenue for forts tourism.

Sustainable DeveloPment and

Management of Forts Tourism

Manoi Suryawanshil and Dr' Giriia Shankaf
lAsst. Professor, AISSMS - CHMCT, Pune, India

2Vice Principal, MES's Ness til(/adia College of Commerce'

Pune, India
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Rethinking Business in Digital Era: A Case Study Approach

Management Committee (JFMC) of the villages where the forts are located will
also be roped in for this project," the official said. The official added that thc
memorandum of understanding MoU earlier signed between these departmenr
pertained only to the development of Sinhgad fort. Now however, the purview of,

the MoU has been enlarged to cover all major forts in the state. In Pune districg
six our of 17 forts will first be taken under this proiect. These include Raimachi
Torna, Rajgad, Sinhagad, Lohagad and Shivneri.

3. Rajendra Shende (2014), 300 Hill Forts in Sahyadri represented legacy of
Chhatrapati Shivafi's governance, which till this day remains inspiration for
Maharashtra and India. These forts do not iust represent military architecture and

guerilla defense techniques but the concept of living with the nature, potetrtial of
surviving in the adversity, and adapting to the changing circumstances" It is true
that Chattrapati Shivaji identified in these forts unique defensive instruments
against the enemy, but I feel that he had longer-term view in making the forts as

integral part of the habitat of his people. He, according to me, was the proponent
of the sustainable use of ecosystems for the well-being of the people. It is my
view that Chhatrapati Shivaii considered the forts as models for the sustainable

development of the local communities. That legacy of the Sahyadri Forts, of living
with nature, needs to be conserved for the future generation. Researcher also would
like to categorically state that he might not be the first one to think of including
Sahyadri forts in the list of \florld Heritage Centre. In fact couple of groups in
Pune had approached him with data on forts with similar idea for Raigadh in the
past. Government of Maharashtra need to move faster with strategic and organized
manner to accelerate the process in consultation with local communities and

experrs, make authentic documentation to justify the fulfillment of the UNESCO
criteria. Conservation and restoration of the Cultural site are expensive and time-
consuming processes. Such processes are also considered as art as well as science-

They involve passion and technology. Number of sites in UNESCO list of tUforld

Heritage have benefitted in the past from global knowledge of conservation aud

restoration. Sahyadri forts, too, would benefit from such knowledge and exchange

ofglobal experiences and lessons.

o Enhanced international and national tourism would provide needed additional
funds to accelerate restoration.

Sahyadri forts have history that goes back many centuries, even earlier than
Marathas i.e. in the period of Satavahaaas, Rashtrakutas, Yadavas, and Shilahar-

\7hat is inspiring is the way the Hill Forts are rebuilt by Shivaji and Peshwas

keeping in the mind development of the local communities by respecting the
nature. Such legacy and such heritage would be useful for the next generation.

After the inclusion in UNESCO's list of I7orld Heritage there would be

additional national and international tourists that would provide tourism and

{54}
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8' D'K' Kutkarni, D.s. Nipunage, L.M. Hangarge and p.B. Kambre (20r0),Bhor area
::*1":i::,:i.i:13*:us from.the .r,r!, p'",i"J", ,:,i.i,ir"., of pant sachiv,and surrounded by many historical forts rL. nrig"d i;;.;;;;, ffi;:ffi_rr,";The natural heritage of forest conseruatio' i, t oo*o ,, b.r-i;h;ii or sucred groves.Bhor division was unrrer contror of Religious commirtees and that are monitored byforest department, Maharashma gou"*il.r,. In the study area eight sacred groveswere surveyed for plant diversity and resuks t av. te"r, *"*"il,o and discussedaccordingly.

9" Jasper Daniel (2003), The researcher has emphasized here that to flourish theimportance of Shivaii Maharai and its Legacy. ro *"iniuio the forts and archirecture

,Ti[#i::t" 
he has also studied tne imf,act 

"rprriii.,"ricar consciousness amons

10' Dr' (Ms') Rajeshwary G' and Ms. Ishrat Ali Lalljee from the historical, religious andculrurar stand-points, Maharashtra has ,rr,r*.j , ;;i;;" prace in the tourisr mapof India' It has a number of forts and temples whiJ-rJveat stories of famous kingsand emperors who ruled the state of Maharash,rr. gl;ld"r, Maharashtra bounds withnatural beauty in the form of hill stations, as well ,, *ro-orrae tourist attractions,such as artificially developed lake resorts.

NEED OF THE CASE STUDY
The need ofthis research is to understand the various review and opinions offorts as a touristdestination' Forts are one of.the major heritrg. ,tt u.ti* a"tJ"r,i"]r, r"r different tlpes of touristin Pune' There is a need to increase th" ,*#"rr"rs of fons ,-oog ,rr. tourist and the people. Tillnow researches as well as case study have been conductea o, 

"".n"rort 
in but no specific study hasbeen done on sustainable tourisrrana **"g.-"nt of forts as a tourist destination. The mai61intention is to study the sustainabre tourism rid -*ug.*ent of forts of pune.

OBJECTIVES

o To study the awareness of fort tourism.
I To understand the views of tourist about sustainable development and managementofforts as a tourist destination.

o To know the challenges faced by the tourist for visiting forts.
o To emphasize the importance of fort tourism.

STUDY AREA

For the study and the views of tourist about the forts as a tourist destination is considered. Theresearcher would study the opinions and feedback ofrourisr 
"touirorrr.

{s6}
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FUTURE TRENDS AND CONCLUSION

By looking the future for forts tourism there is more scope. However all the required facilities
arranged in time which may result to overall development of forts and the community which
resides the nearby fons. Tourists are demanding all the facilities which are discussed in the
solutions and recommendations by the author. Tourists are more interested to visit forts
in all seasons only recommended facilities must be available by the government and other
committees which are primarily formed for the development of forts. Recently some forts are
being noticed by the government under preservation and conservation policy. Ifforts would
have been monitored continuously there would be definitely growth and revenue generation
of forts. Multiplier effects would also work out in a logical way.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

By looking the future for forts tourism there is more scope. However all the required facilities
arranged in time which may result to overall development of forts and the community which
resides the nearby forts. Tourists are demanding all the facilities which are discussed in the
solutions and recommendations by the author. Tourists are more interested to visit forts
in all seasons only recommended facilities must be available by the goVernment and other
committees which are primarily formed for the development of forts. Recently some forts are
being noticed by the government under preservation and conservation policy. Ifforts would
have been monitored continuously there would be defiantly growth and revenue generation of
forts. Multiplier effects would also work our in a logical way.
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